The official quartile thresholds for the 2014-2015 academic year, based on cumulative grade point averages, are as follows:

**Class of 2015**

- 246 total ranked students
- One quartile = 62 students
  - First Quartile: 3.684 – 4.230
  - Second Quartile: 3.470 – 3.683
  - Third Quartile: 3.275 – 3.469
  - Fourth Quartile: .......... – 3.274

**Class of 2016**

- 252 total ranked students
- One quartile = 63 students
  - First Quartile: 3.653 – 4.222
  - Second Quartile: 3.402 – 3.652
  - Third Quartile: 3.174 – 3.401
  - Fourth Quartile: .......... – 3.173

**Class of 2017**

- 191 total ranked students
- One quartile = 48 students
  - First Quartile: 3.574 – 4.280
  - Second Quartile: 3.333 – 3.573
  - Third Quartile: 3.013 – 3.332
  - Fourth Quartile: .......... – 3.012